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Abstract. Let (A,m,K) be an Artinian Gorenstein local ring with K an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic 0. In the present paper we prove a structure
theorem describing the Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebras satisfying m4 = 0.
We use this result in order to prove that such a K-algebra has rational Poincaré se-
ries and it is smoothable in any embedding dimension, provided dimK m2/m3 ≤ 4.
We also prove that the generic Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebra with m4 = 0
has rational Poincaré series.

1. Introduction and preliminary results

In this paper K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and A is a
Noetherian commutative local K-algebra with maximal ideal m and residue field
A/m ' K. For an Artinian local ring (A,m, K) let s be the integer such that ms 6= 0
and ms+1 = 0. Hence ms is contained in the socle Soc(A) = (0 :A m) and A is
Gorenstein if Soc(A) is a K-vector space of dimension one. In particular the socle
of a Gorenstein local ring A is concentrated in degree s and we say that s is the
socle degree of A.

We study Gorenstein, local and finite-dimensional K-algebras (A,m, K) with socle
degree s ≤ 3. The starting point is a structure theorem for this class of K-algebras.
The key ingredients are some well–known facts about Macaulay’s inverse system
and a recent work of J. Elias and M.E. Rossi (see [13]).

Macaulay’s inverse system has an important role in the study of Artinian local
K-algebras. The reader should refer to [15], [18], [19] and [13] for an extended
treatment. We present in this section the main results that will be used in our
approach.
Throughout the paper let R = K[[x1, . . . xh]] be a power series ring with maximal
ideal n = (x1, · · · , xh) and let S = K[x1, . . . xh] the correspondent polynomial ring.
Since A, being Artinian, is complete with respect to the m-adic topology, we may
assume A is a quotient of R.
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We can endow S with a structure of R-module by means of the following multi-
plication

◦ : R× S −→ S
(f, g) → f ◦ g = f(∂y1 , . . . , ∂yh)(g)

where ∂yi denotes the partial derivative with respect to yi.
Macaulay in [21] characterized Artinian local K–algebras in terms of suitable R-

submodules of S which are finitely generated. In particular, they proved that a
local ring A = R/I is an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra with socle degree s if
and only if its dual module is a cyclic R-submodule of S generated by a polynomial
F ∈ S of degree s (see also J. Emsalem in [15], Section B, Proposition 2, and [18],
Lemma 1.2.). Given F ∈ S as above and the ideal of R

AnnR(F ) := {g ∈ R | g ◦ F = 0 }
then A = R/AnnR(F ). To stress the dependence on F, we write AF = R/AnnR(F ).
The polynomial F is not unique, but it is determined up an unit u of R.

In the general case, one can translate in terms of classification and deformation
of the associated polynomials, the problems of classification and deformation of an
Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra. For example, when A is an Artinian Goren-
stein local K–algebra of socle degree s = 2 and embedding dimension h, we have
A ' AF with F = y21 + · · · + y2h ∈ S, due to the projective classification of the
quadrics. Hence A ' R/I where

I = (xixj, x
2
u − x21)1≤i<j≤h, u=2,...,h.

We are interested in the structure of an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra of socle
degree s ≥ 3. To this end we need to introduce more invariants.

The Hilbert function HFA of a local ring (A,m, K) is, by definition, the Hilbert
function of its associated graded algebra G = grm(A) :=

⊕
i≥0m

i/mi+1 (by definition

m0 = A), i.e.
HFA(i) = dimK mi/mi+1.

In the graded case, the Hilbert function of an Artinian Gorenstein algebra is sym-
metric. Little is known about the Hilbert function in the local case. The problem
comes from the fact that the associated graded algebra G is in general no longer
Gorenstein.

Nevertheless A. Iarrobino in [18], Section 1.E proved interesting results in the
Gorenstein local case. He defined a stratification of G by a descending sequence of
ideals

G = C(0) ⊃ C(1) ⊃ . . . ,

whose successive quotient Q(a) = C(a)/C(a + 1) are reflexive G-modules. The
reflexivity property imposes conditions on the Hilbert function HFA. At the end, if
A has socle degree s, then HFA is a sum of the Hilbert functions HFQ(a) that are
symmetric with respect to s−a

2
.

The first subquotient QA(0) of G is always a graded Gorenstein algebra and it is
the unique quotient of G with the same socle degree s. A. Iarrobino proved that if
HFA is symmetric, then G = QA(0) and it is Gorenstein. Hence G is Gorenstein
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if and only if HFA is symmetric, equivalently if G = QA(0), (see [18], Proposition
1.7 and [15], Proposition 7).
The G-module QA(0) will play a crucial role in our investigation. It can be computed
in terms of the corresponding polynomial in the inverse system. If F ∈ S is a
polynomial of degree s such that A = AF and if we denote by Fs the form of highest
degree s in F, that is F = Fs + terms of lower degree, then (see [15], Proposition 7
and [18], Lemma 1.10)

QA(0) ' R/AnnR(Fs).

We say that a homogenous form F ∈ S of degree d is non-degenerate if the K-vector
space of the derivatives of order d− 1 has maximal dimension h = dimK [S]1.

If A is an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra of embedding dimension h (=
HFA(1)) and socle degree 3, then, from the above decomposition of the Hilbert
function of A, we deduce that HFA(2) = n ≤ h and clearly HFA(3) = 1. In this
case we will write that A has Hilbert function (1, h, n, 1); notice that QA(0) has
Hilbert function (1, n, n, 1).

From now on we let Rj = K[[x1, . . . , xj]] and Sj = K[y1, . . . , yj] for every positive
integer j ≤ h. Hence Rh = R and Sh = S. In the following h, n will denote positive
integers such that n ≤ h. We assume A = R/I of embedding dimension h, that is
I ⊆ n2.

J. Elias and M.E. Rossi proved the following result that we include here for sake
of completeness.

Theorem 1.1 ([13], Theorem 4.1). Let A be an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra
with Hilbert function (1, h, n, 1). Then A ' R/AnnR(F ) where

F = F3 + y2n+1 + · · ·+ y2h ∈ S
with F3 a non-degenerate degree three form in Sn (F = F3 if n = h).

Starting from the above result we can prove a structure theorem for Artinian
Gorenstein local K–algebra A = R/I with maximal ideal m and socle degree three.

Lemma 1.2. Let h, n be positive integers such that h > n and let

F = F3 + y2n+1 + · · ·+ y2h ∈ S
where F3 a non-degenerate degree three form in Sn. Then

AnnR(F ) = AnnRn(F3)R + (xixj, x
2
j − 2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h

where σ ∈ Rn is any form of degree 3 such that σ ◦ F3 = 1.

Proof. It is easy to check that

I := AnnR(F ) ⊇ J := AnnRn(F3)R + (xixj, x
2
j − 2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h

Since R/I and R/J are finitely generated K-vector spaces (n4 ⊆ I, J) and there is
a surjection between R/J and R/I, the equality I = J follows if they have the same
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colength. In particular we prove that HFR/I(i) = HFR/J(i) for every i ≥ 0. If we
denote by H∗ the homogeneous ideal generated by the initial forms of an ideal H of
R, we have

L = (AnnRn(F3))
∗ + (xixj, x

2
j)i<j, n+1≤j≤h ⊆ J∗ ⊆ I∗

thus

HFR/L(i) ≥ HFR/J(i) ≥ HFR/I(i)

for every i ≥ 0. In order to prove the assertion we prove that the Hilbert function of
R/L is (1, h, n, 1), i.e. equal to the Hilbert function of R/I (see Theorem 1.1). The
equality easily follows since Rn/AnnRn(F3) has Hilbert function (1, n, n, 1), being
F3 a non-degenerate degree three form in Sn and L2 = [AnnR(F3)

∗]2. �

Theorem 1.3. Let A be an Artinian local K–algebra of embedding dimension h and
let n = HFA(2).

A is Gorenstein of socle degree three if and only if n ≤ h and there exists a non-
degenerate cubic form F3 ∈ Sn such that A ' R/I where

I =

 AnnRn(F3)R + (xixj, x
2
j − 2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h if n < h

AnnR(F3) if n = h

being σ ∈ Rn any form of degree 3 such that σ ◦ F3 = 1.

Proof. Assume A is an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra A with socle degree
three. The Hilbert function of A is equal to (1, h, n, 1) with h ≥ n. Theorem 1.1
yields that A ' R/AnnR(F ) where

F = F3 + y2n+1 + · · ·+ y2h ∈ S
if h > n and F = F3 if h = n. Then the result follows by Lemma 1.2.
Conversely, the result follows by Macaulay’s correspondence and again by Lemma
1.2. �

2. Poincaré series of Gorenstein local algebras with socle degree
three

As a consequence of the above results, we get applications to the rationality of
the Poincaré series

PA(z) :=
∑
i≥0

dimK Tor
A
i (K,K)zi.

Over the last 30 years the problem of the rationality of PA(z) has been a topic of
much current interest, see among others [1], [3], [2], [24], [23], [14], [8]. In particular,
G. Sjödin proved that all Artinian Gorenstein rings satisfying m3 = 0 have a rational
Poincaré series (see [25]), while R. Bøgvad provided examples of Artinian Gorenstein
local rings with m4 = 0 and transcendental Poincaré series (see [4], Theorem of pag.
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12). For this last class of K-algebras, we reduce the problem of the rationality PA(z)
to the rationality of PQA(0)(z), Theorem 2.1.

We recall that if x ∈ m \ m2 is an element in the socle Soc(A) = (0 :A m) of A,
then, by [17] Proposition 3.4.4,

(1) PA(z) =
PA/(x)(z)

1− z PA/(x)(z)
.

Moreover if A is an Artinian Gorenstein local ring, then, by [3], Theorem 2 of Section
2,

(2) PA(z) =
PA/Soc(A)(z)

1 + z2 PA/Soc(A)(z)

If A = AF with F = F3 + . . . we will write the Poincaré series of A in terms of the
one of the Artinian Gorenstein graded K-algebra QA(0) ' R/AnnR(F3).

Theorem 2.1. Let A be an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra with Hilbert func-
tion (1, h, n, 1). Then

PA(z) =
PQA(0)(z)

1− (h− n)z PQA(0)(z)
.

In particular PA(z) is rational if and only if PQA(0)(z) is rational.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1, we may assume n < h, otherwise A ' G ' QA(0) and the
result is obvious. Always by Theorem 1.1, A ' R/AnnR(F ) where R = K[[x1, . . . xh]]
and F = F3 + y2n+1 + · · · + y2h, with F3 a non-degenerate degree three form in Sn.
By Lemma 1.2, we know that

AnnR(F ) = AnnRn(F3)R + (xixj, x
2
j − 2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h

where σ ∈ Sn is a cubic form such that σ ◦ F3 = 1. So the coset of σ in A is a
generator of Soc(A). Hence by (2) we get that

PA(z) =
PC(z)

1 + z2 PC(z)

where

C :=
A

Soc(A)
' R

AnnRn(F3)R + (σ) + (xixj, x2j)i<j, n+1≤j≤h
.

Since xh ∈ Soc(C), by (1), we get that

PC(z) =
PC/(xh)(z)

1− z PC/(xh)(z)
.

Since for every n + 1 ≤ j < h we have xj ∈ Soc(C/(xh, . . . , xj+1)), iterating the
process h− n times we deduce that

PC(z) =
PD(z)

1− (h− n)z PD(z)
.
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where

D =
C

(xh, . . . , xn+1)
' R

AnnRn(F3)R + (σ) + (xn+1, · · · , xh)
.

Since F3, σ ∈ Sn we get that

D ' Rn

AnnRn(F3) + (σ)
.

Notice that, by its definition, the coset of σ in

B := Rn/AnnRn(F3) ' R/AnnR(F3) = QA(0)

is a generator of its socle, so

D ' Rn

AnnRn(F3) + (σ)
' B

Soc(B)
.

Hence from (2) we deduce

PD(z) =
PB(z)

1− z2 PB(z)
.

From the above information, summing up, we get

PA(z) =
PC(z)

1 + z2 PC(z)
=

PD(z)

1− (h− n)zPD(z) + z2 PD(z)
=

PB(z)

1− (h− n)z PB(z)
.

Since PA(z) is a rational function of PB(z), it is clear that PA(z) is rational if and
only if so PB(z) is. �

The above result reduces the problem of the rationality of PA(z) to the rationality
of the Poincaré series of a Gorenstein graded K–algebra with socle degree three.
This situation has been studied by several authors. By taking advantage of this
knowledge we present the following corollaries.

Corollary 2.2. Let A be an Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebra with socle degree
3. If HFA(2) ≤ 4, then PA(z) is rational.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we may reduce the problem to graded Gorenstein K-algebras
with embedding dimension ≤ 4. Hence the result follows by [2], Theorem 6.4 and
[20], Corollary 2.3 who proved that Gorenstein graded rings C with HFC(1)− 4 ≤
depth(C) have rational Poincaré series. �

We recall that a Koszul graded algebra C has rational Poincaré series. In partic-
ular PC(z)HSC(−z) = 1 where HSC(z) is the Hilbert series of C, i.e. HSC(z) =∑

j≥0HFC(j)zj.
If A is a local ring, then the Hilbert series of A is the Hilbert series of the associated
graded ring G, that is HSA(z) = HSG(z). The local ring A is called a generalized
Koszul algebra if G is a Koszul algebra. A result by R. Fröberg in [16] Corollary to
Theorem 4 says that a generalized Koszul local algebra satisfies PA(z)HSA(−z) = 1.
The same equality holds for Artinian Gorenstein algebras with socle degree three
under weaker assumptions.
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Corollary 2.3. Let (A,m, K) be an Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra satisfying
m4 = 0. If QA(0) is Koszul, then

PA(z)HSA(−z) = 1.

Proof. We may assume A of socle degree s = 3, because if s = 2 A is gen-
eralized Koszul and the result is clear. By Theorem 2.1 we reduce the prob-
lem to graded Gorenstein K-algebras which are Koszul. Since QA(0) is Koszul,
then PQA(0)(z)HSQA(0)(−z) = 1, hence PQA(0)(z)(1 − nz + nz2 − z3) = 1, where
n = HFA(2). Then the result follows from Theorem 2.1 by an easy computation. �

Koszul filtrations were introduced for studying the Koszulness of a standard graded
algebra C. It has been proved in [12], Proposition 1.2 that, if C has a Koszul fil-
tration, then all the ideals of the filtration have a linear C-free resolution, hence
C is Koszul. For Gorenstein graded algebras with Hilbert function (1, n, n, 1), the
property of having a Koszul filtration can be detected directly on the dual cubic
form (see [11] Theorem 6.3 and [10] Theorem 3.2). Notice that if F3 is a generic cu-
bic, then the corresponding Gorenstein algebra R/AnnR(F3) = QA(0) has a Koszul
filtration (see [11], Theorem 6.3), hence PA(z) is rational by Corollary 2.3.

We say that AF is a generic Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra if F is a generic
polynomial of S. By the previous discussion we get the following result.

Corollary 2.4. The generic Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebra with socle degree
three has rational Poincaré series.

3. Deformations of Gorenstein local algebras with socle degree
three

Starting from the structure theorem for Artinian Gorenstein K–algebras A with
m4 = 0, proved in Section 1, we achieve some results concerning the smoothability
of Spec(A) in the Hilbert scheme Hilbd(Ah) parameterizing punctual subschemes of
multiplicity d of the affine space Ah.

In [22] (see also [5]) it is proved that Hilbd(Ah) is irreducible if d ≤ 7 and, in
particular, each Artinian K–algebra A of length d ≤ 7 is smoothable i.e. it can be
flatly deformed to the trivial K–algebra Kd. In [7] and [9] the attention is focused
on the problem of the smoothability of Gorenstein algebras in Hilbd(Ah). The locus
HilbG

d (Ah) ⊆ Hilbd(Ah) of such K–algebras contains all the algebras isomorphic to
the trivial K–algebra Kd, thus it makes sense to ask when HilbG

d (Ah) is irreducible
and what kind of algebras it contains.

We start by recalling some facts about families of K-algebras of fixed dimension.
Let d ≥ 2 be an integer and let A be an Artinian K-algebra of dimension d, hence
A ' Kd as K-vector spaces. It is interesting to understand whether such an A is
smoothable in the following sense.
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Definition 3.1. An Artinian K-algebra A of length d is smoothable if the scheme
Spec(A) ∈ Hilbd(Ad) is in the closure Hilbgen

d (Ad) inside Hilbd(Ad) of the locus of
points representing reduced schemes.

We focus here our attention to Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebras A with socle
degree 3.

Theorem 3.2. Let A be an Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebra with socle degree
3. Then A is smoothable if QA(0) is smoothable.

Proof. Denote by (1, h, n, 1) the Hilbert function of A. We will extend the methods
used in [6] and [7], proving the statement by induction on h ≥ n. Recall that
A ' R/AnnR(F ) where (see Theorem 1.1)

F = F3 + y2n+1 + · · ·+ y2h ∈ S = K[y1, . . . , yh]

with F3 a non-degenerate degree three form in K[y1, . . . , yh]. If h = n, then A '
R/AnnR(F3) ' G ' QA(0) and the statement is trivial in this case.

We assume the statement is true for h− 1 and we will prove it for h > n. Recall
that we have (see Theorem 2.1)

AnnR(F ) = AnnRn(F3)R + (xixj, x
2
j − 2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h

where σ is a cubic form in Sn such that σ ◦ F3 = 1. For the techniques used in this
proof, it will be useful working in the polynomial ring. Notice that in our setting
we may assume R = K[x1, . . . , xh] because in R/AnnR(F ) we have m4 = 0.

For each b ∈ A1, let us consider the ideal in R

Jb := AnnRn(F3)R+

(xixj, x
2
k − 2σ(x1, . . . , xn), x2h − bxh − 2σ(x1, . . . , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h,n+1≤k<h.

Notice that

J0 = AnnR(F ) = AnnRn(F3)R + (xixj, x
2
j − 2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h,

hence A ' R/J0. If b 6= 0, we claim that

Jb = (x1, . . . , xh−1, xh − b) ∩ (Jb + (x2h)) ⊆ R.

Since Jb ⊆ (x1, . . . , xh−1, xh − b), by the modular law, it is enough to prove

(x1, . . . , xh−1, xh − b) ∩ (x2h) = (x1x
2
h, . . . , xh−1x

2
h, (xh − b)x2h) ⊆ Jb.

This is trivial because xixh ∈ Jb for every i = 1, . . . h− 1 and x2h(xh − b) ≡
2xhσ(x1, . . . , xn)) ≡ 0 modulo Jb.

If b 6= 0, then xh ∈ Jb + (x2h), thus the ideals (x1, . . . , xh−1, xh − b) and Jb + (x2h)
are coprime, whence

Ab := R/Jb ' R/(x1, . . . , xh−1, xh − b)⊕R/(Jb + (x2h)).

Since xh ∈ Jb + (x2h) we also have

R/(Jb+(x2h)) ' A′ := Rh−1/(AnnRn(F3)R+(xixj, x
2
j−2σ(x1, · · · , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h−1).
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By induction assumptions A′ is smoothable. It follows easily that Ab ' K⊕A′ turns
out to be smoothable for b 6= 0 (for reader’s benefit see e.g. Lemma 4.2 of [5]).

Let R := K[b]⊗KR ' K[b, x1, . . . , xh] and consider the family A ' R/J → A1 '
Spec(k[b]) where

J := AnnRn(F3)R+

(xixj, x
2
k − 2σ(x1, . . . , xn), x2h − bxh − 2σ(x1, . . . , xn))i<j, n+1≤j≤h,n+1≤k<h.

Due to the discussion above all the fibres of A → A1 are Artinian K-algebras of
degree d, thus the family is flat. The universal property of Hilbert scheme guarantees
the existence of a curve inside Hilbd(Ad) whose general point is in Hilbgen

d (Ad), thus
Spec(A) ∈ Hilbgen

d (Ad). �

As already noticed above Theorem 3.2 reduces the smoothability of A to the
smoothability of a graded Artinian Gorenstein local K–algebra with socle degree
three. In analogy to Corollary 2.2, we prove the following result.

Corollary 3.3. Let A be an Artinian Gorenstein local K-algebra with socle degree
3. If HFA(2) ≤ 4, then A is smoothable.

Proof. It follows by Theorem 3.2 and [9], Proposition 3.4. �

We remark that the previous result cannot be generalized to HFA(2) ≥ 6. Indeed
A.Iarrobino produced an example of non smoothable local K-algebra A with Hilbert
function (1, 6, 6, 1) (see [9], Section 4). The case n = 5 is still open.
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